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Abstract
We present a method for the adaptive reconstruction of
a surface directly from an unorganized point cloud. The
algorithm is based on an incrementally expanding Neural
Network and the statistical analysis of its Learning process.
In particular, we make use of the simple observation that
during the Learning process the normal of a vertex near a
sharp edge or a high curvature area of the target space, statistically, will vary more than the normal of a vertex near a
ﬂat area. We use the information obtained from the study of
these normal variations to steer the Learning process in an
adaptive meshing application, producing meshes with more
triangles near the high curvature areas. The same information is used in a feature detection application.

1

Introduction

In the last few years, Neural Network based algorithms,
once used in large scale applications only, have been successfully employed to solve problems in the areas of Computer Graphics and Scientiﬁc Visualization. One example
of such an application is the Neural Meshes proposed in
[11, 10] as a surface reconstruction algorithm based on an
incrementally expanding Neural Network known as Growing Cell Structure [7].
As it is the case with most of the reconstruction algorithms the output of the Neural Meshes is a triangle mesh
capturing the geometry and the topology of the point cloud.
The main motivation behind this paper is the observation
that this kind of output does not contain the whole information one can extract from the Learning process. We propose
a method for storing information which can not be retrieved
from the ﬁnal mesh, and using it to further enhance the quality of the reconstruction.
In particular, we study the variation of the normals of
the Neural Mesh during the Learning process. The heuristic
argument behind the proposed method is very simple. As
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the Neural Mesh converges to the target space, the behavior
of the normal of a vertex reﬂects the geometry of the target
space in the vicinity of that vertex. If a vertex is near a
feature of the target space, like a sharp edge or generally an
area of high curvature, it is more likely that its normal will
vary highly during the Learning process, while the normal
of a vertex near a ﬂat part of the target space will stay more
or less constant during the Learning process.

1.1

Related Work

The beginnings of the particular type of Neural Networks
we use here go back to the classic [14], where the Self Organizing Maps (SOM’s) were introduced. The Growing Cell
Structures introduced in [7] are a SOM type of Neural Network which grow incrementally, node by node. That gives
them the ability to represent the shape of the target space
more efﬁciently and also helps to avoid the convergence to
a local minimum, a common problem with the traditional
SOM’s.
In [11, 10], inspired from the Growing Cell Structures,
we proposed a method for surface reconstruction based on
an incrementally expanding Neural Network. In a typical
response to a signal s, randomly sampled from the point
cloud, we ﬁnd the point vw of the Neural Network nearest
to s, the so called winner, and move it towards s. Then,
the neighborhood of vw is smoothed in the tangential direction. Other steps of the algorithm, i.e. vertex splits and
half-edge collapses ensure that the Neural Network grows
and adapts its connectivity to the target space. The basic
geometry learning step and the Laplacian smoothing of the
mesh, can also be seen as an external and an internal force
acting on the mesh, [19, 20, 17].
Some other applications of Neural Networks to the surface reconstruction and closely related problems were proposed in [8, 21, 23, 3].
Other methods for surface reconstruction, based more on
geometry than on statistics, include [9, 2, 15, 1, 18, 13, 4],
to mention only the most Computer Graphics oriented. Finally, feature recognition is also a very active research
area [6, 12, 22].
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1.2

Discussion

Many of the advantages of the algorithm proposed here
are common with the original Neural Meshes. For example,
the performance of the algorithm is independent from the
size of the data set, and the reconstruction of the surface is
Bottom-Up, giving a ﬁrst coarse approximation instantly.
The main difference from the original Neural Meshes is
that now the reconstruction has an adaptive level of detail,
reﬂecting the curvature behavior of the target space. Notice
that usually we need two steps to obtain an adaptive mesh
from a point cloud. First we have a non-adaptive reconstruction from a point cloud, which usually consists of uniformly
distributed scanned data, followed by a remeshing step. In
comparison, the one step approach of the Neural Meshes
offers better control over the quality of the ﬁnal mesh.
The main drawback of our method is its static topology.
Notice, that the dynamic topology in [10] is based on the
assumption that the density of the Neural Mesh reﬂects the
density of the target space.

2

Neural Meshes

In this section we outline the basic Neural Meshes algorithm, introducing some extra generality with the concept
of the utility counter. More details can be found [7, 11, 10].
The input of the algorithm is a target space Ω, which usually is a point cloud but it can also be an implicitly deﬁned
surface. As Ω is randomly sampled it is sometimes convenient to see it as a probability space P with underlying
set Ω. The Neural Mesh M can also be seen in two different ways, that is, as a plain triangle mesh and as a Neural
Network. The nodes of the Neural Network are the vertices
and store geometric information, that is, their position in
ℜ3 , while the connections of the Network are the edges and
store connectivity information only.
The algorithm starts with a simple initial Neural Mesh,
usually a tetrahedron, which learns the target space P by
the following algorithm:
1. Basic Step
• Find a random sample s of the target space P.
• Find the winner, that is, the vertex vw of M
which is nearest to s, and update its position by
vw = (1 − αw )vw + αw s

(1)

where αw is a constant.
• Apply CL iterations of Laplacian smoothing, in
the tangential direction, on the 1-ring neighborhood of vw , with parameter αL , where CL , αL are
constants.

2. Vertex Split: After a constant number Cvs of iterations
of the Basic Step, split the vertex with the highest utility counter. The utility counter is a real function attached to each vertex measuring the importance of its
role in the reconstruction of the surface.
3. Half-Edge Collapse: After v ·Cec iterations of the Basic Step, where v is the number of vertices of M at the
last call of the Half-Edge Collapse Step and Cec is a
constant, remove with a half-edge collapse all the vertices that were inactive since the last call of the HalfEdge Collapse Step.
4. Stop when certain criteria are met.
With the Basic Step the Neural Mesh M learns the geometry of Ω. The Vertex Split Step expands M by duplicating the vertices with the most signiﬁcant role in the
representation of Ω. The way we measure the importance of a vertex, that is, the way we calculate the utility
counter is crucial for the properties of the reconstruction.
In [7, 11, 10], the utility counter was called signal counter
and was a function reﬂecting how many times a vertex was
the winner, with the most recent activity counting more.
Given that the winner is the vertex nearest to s, the signal
counter captures spatial information, and gives reconstructions with the nice property that the density of the vertices
of M follows the distribution of P. Nevertheless, we know
that in many applications this is not satisfactory, and some
other distribution, reﬂecting for example the curvature of Ω
would be preferable. This can be done with the use of the
normal based utility counter described in Section 3.
Finally, the Half-Edge Collapse Step removes the most
inactive vertices, that is, the vertices with the least role in
the representation of Ω. This improves the quality of the reconstruction and corrects mistakes caused by initially misplaced vertices or by a convergence to a local minimum.

3

The Normal Counter

In this Section we describe the normal counter, an utility
counter storing information about the variation of the normals of the Neural Mesh during the Learning process. But,
notice that the input data set Ω is still an unorganized point
cloud without any normal information.
The variation of a normal, that is, the change of its direction is
δ = 1 − nw nw 
(2)
where nw , nw  are the normals of the winner, before and after
one iteration of the Basic Step. Let Mδ be the mean average
of these δ ’s for the last Cδ iterations, where Cδ is a constant
integer. A typical value for the Cδ we use in the applications
is 1000. We deﬁne the normalized δ as
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nδ = δ /Mδ

(3)

The reason for this normalization is that as the Neural Mesh
converges towards a smooth surface the δ tends to 0, and
this will cause numerical instability in the calculation of the
normal counter. Notice that because the Mδ does not change
signiﬁcantly in one iteration of the Basic Step, the normalization of the δ ’s keep their ratios intact, while on the other
hand we achieve numerical stability as the nδ ’s tend to 1.
After every iteration of the Basic Step we update the normal counter of the winner by
nc = nc + nδ

(4)

while all the normal counters are multiplied by a constant
αnc . A typical value for this parameter is αnc = 0.95 and
its effect is to gradually erase from the normal counter any
obsolete information.
Following [7], when a vertex splits its normal counter
splits proportionally to the area of the Voronoi regions of
the two new vertices, as they are approximated by the area
of the square Fv = (lv )2 , with
lv =

1
∑ vi − v
valence(v) v ∈1-ring(v)

(5)

i

3.1

Applications of the normal counter

There are many applications one can think for the normal
counters. For example, they can be used to
1. Steer the Learning process and achieve a reconstruction with adaptive level of detail.
2. Detect features on the ﬁnal mesh in a more robust way
than any analysis of the ﬁnal mesh only can achieve.
3. As a termination criterion.
In the ﬁrst application we use the normal counter as utility counter. The splitting of the vertices with the highest
normal activity will lead to a reconstruction with adaptive
level of detail. That is, the areas with higher curvature will
be more densely represented by the Neural Mesh, while
in the ﬂat areas there will be less detail. This is a standard requirement in many Computer Graphics applications
as the faithful representation of the normals is sometimes
more important than that of spatial information. The wireframe views shown in Fig. 1 verify the heuristically justiﬁed
expectation that the areas with high curvature are meshed
more densely than the ﬂat areas.
A second application is feature detection. A problem we
face here is that the normal counter described above is designed to ﬁnd the most active vertices. Concerning the less
active vertices, even after the normalization of the δ ’s, it
runs into numerical instabilities because of the global multiplication by αnc . For that reason we use a variation of the

normal counter, updating at every iteration only the normal
counter of the winner by
nc = α f d nc + (1 − α f d )nδ

(6)

where α f d is a constant. Then, using the simplest possible criterion, we designate a vertex as feature if its normal
counter exceeds a threshold
Cnc · Mean(nc )

(7)

where Cnc is a constant and Mean(nc ) is the mean average
of the normal counters.
This way we can detect creases with arbitrarily high degree of conﬁdence. Indeed, if there is a tangent plane E at
a point P ∈ Ω, and n is the normal of E, then, as the algorithm converges, the normals of all the vertices of M in
the vicinity of P tend to n and the normal counters tend to
0. On the other hand, if P is on a crease there are two different planes El , Er , tangent on the left and on the right of
the crease, respectively. Then, during the Learning process,
the normals of M in the vicinity of P will vary between the
normals of El , Er and their normal counters will not tend to
0. Therefore, for any required degree of conﬁdence the algorithm will reach a stage where eventually it will conﬁrm
P as a feature point.
The situation is more complicated with features corresponding to smooth parts of the surface with high curvature. Near the areas of high curvature the normal counters
are larger than those near ﬂat areas, but the ratios do not
increase as the algorithm progresses and the area of Ω covered by a vertex of M shrinks. That means that we cannot
detect a feature of this kind with arbitrarily high degree of
conﬁdence. However, we think that this result is compatible
with the natural ambiguity over what constitutes a feature
and what not.
Fig. 2 at the end of the paper shows colormaps for the
normal counters of reconstructed surfaces. Notice that using only the ﬁnal mesh we can not retrieve the entire information the normal counters contain. In fact, the normal
counters capture information not only about the ﬁnal mesh
but all the intermediate meshes as well, giving this way an
innovative solution to the problem of answering very local
queries with a high degree of conﬁdence. That is, we do not
use only one reconstruction, but analyze statistically many
reconstructions.
Finally, the normal counters can be used in a criterion for
the termination of the algorithm. For example, if
Mean(nc ) < αt

(8)

where αt is a constant, then the algorithm terminates. Such
a criterion gives us very good control over the visual quality
of the ﬁnal reconstruction.
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4

Examples and Results

To run our experiments we ﬁrst need to specify a set of
parameters for the algorithm. A method for parameter tuning can be found in [10]. Here we use the set of parameters
which was also used in [7, 11] with reasonably good results:
CL = 5 Cvs = 100 Cec = 10
αw = 0.06 αL = 0.05 αnc = 0.95 α f d = 0.95 (9)
For point clouds obtained from a triangle mesh by stripping out the connectivity information we can measure the
quality of the reconstruction using the Metro-tool [5]. Table 1 shows the results of such an experiment on the
Brain model. The numbers are the percentage mean square
Bounding Box error of the reconstruction compared to the
initial model. The adaptive method (ad) gave better results
than the non-adaptive (nad) in almost all the experiments.
The only exceptions appear in cases where the Neural Mesh
had stacked at local minima.
At the end of the paper we show images of some Neural
Meshes reconstructions. They images were rendered with
Yataka Ohtake’s MeshEditor software package.
Table 1. Error measurement results.
#v
Ex.1 Ex.2 Ex.3 Ex.4 Ex.5
500 ad
.732 .724 .732 .729 3.75
500 nad .756 .753 .745 .744 .751
2k ad
.427 .424 1.96 .431 .428
2k nad
.433 .440 .441 .437 .439
10k ad
.172 .173 .170 .172 .171
10k nad .197 .199 .197 .197 .199

5

Aver.
1.33
.749
.734
.438
.171
.197

Future Work

One direction for our future work is towards an adaptation of the algorithm to preserve the features of the reconstructed surface. One can start with an existing method, like
[16], and modify it to exploit the extra information gained
during the Learning process. A second direction is towards
a dynamic reconstruction of the topology, in the spirit of
[10]. Finally, we plan to further experiment with different
utility counters, using local energy functionals deﬁned on
the Neural Mesh.
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Figure 1. The comparison between the wireframe views and mean curvature colormaps shows that
the high curvature areas are reconstructed in higher detail than the ﬂat ones.

Figure 2. Colormaps of the normal counters.

Figure 3. The Max-Planck and the Dino models, reconstructed from 100k, 225k points, respectively,
at resolution [500,2k,5k,10k,20k].
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